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March 24, 2020
Dear Agency Partners
As the situation with the Coronavirus continues to develop, I would like to update you on where we
stand and request your assistance in communicating some key information to our Policyholders.
First of all, we are fully up and running. Much of our staff is working remotely and we are moving some
folks around here in the office to provide as much “social distance” as possible between every
individual. We don’t expect any significant interruption in service at this time, but certain individuals
may be briefly unavailable as we move their desks.
Billing
We realize that some Policyholders have been adversely impacted by the government shutdown of their
businesses or places of employment. If a Policyholder is unable to pay the amount due on their policy,
please have them contact us via email at support@farmersofflemington.com or via the contact form on
our website at https://www.farmersofflemington.com/contact/. They should provide their policy
number, contact information and a brief explanation of their situation. We will review all hardship
requests based on individual circumstances and be as flexible as possible in helping the Policyholder
maintain their coverage.
Underwriting
We also realize that some Policyholders may be unable to complete loss control recommendations
during the shutdown. For recommendations that were not already overdue when the crisis began, we
will provide extensions and use appropriate forbearance to ensure our Policyholders maintain their
coverage with us wherever possible. If you have a particular situation where a Policyholder needs an
accommodation, please reach out to your Underwriter.
It is also worth noting that we are not contemplating any rate increases or significant changes to
underwriting guidelines at this time. We believe this situation calls for stability to help offset the chaos.
Claims
At this time, we are asking that all claims be reported via our website at
https://www.farmersofflemington.com/report-a-claim-online/ whenever possible. We can still accept
other methods of reporting, but this is by far the best and most efficient method of getting a new claim
into our hands.
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As you know, claims arising from the Coronavirus or related government shutdown are not covered
under any of our policy forms. Each form contains specific virus exclusions for both Section I and
Section II. The Section I exclusion applies to coverages A through D.
We have attached a Coverage Guidance document, which summarizes the relevant exclusions under
each policy for your easy reference. We have also attached two sample coverage disclaimer letters,
one for BOP policies and another for CPP policies. These letters outline, in detail, the reasons why
coverage does not apply to virus-related losses, including loss of business income.
Naturally, we do not expect any of our agencies to render a coverage determination on any specific loss.
That is our job. However, we respectfully request that you provide Policyholders with this basic
information so they can make an informed decision as to whether to file a claim, keeping in mind that
even a denial takes time and resources to process.
If, after reviewing the exclusions and other relevant policy provisions, the Policyholder still wishes to file
a claim, please have them do so online at https://www.farmersofflemington.com/report-a-claimonline/.
Our goal is to ensure we are able to provide the best possible service to Policyholders who have covered
losses during this crisis. A large influx of virus-related claims would pull resources from Policyholders
with covered losses and we want to avoid that to the extent possible. I hope we can count on your help
and support.
That is all for now. Thank you for your continued partnership and trust. Please feel free to contact me
or any member of the Flemington team with your questions or concerns.
Best regards,

Scott St. Angel, MBA, CPCU, AIC, AIS, SCLA
President & CEO

A Mutual Company – Putting Our Policyholders First Since 1856

This document is being provided to assist our Agencies in providing appropriate information to our
Policyholders regarding Coronavirus-related losses so the Policyholder may make an informed
decision as to whether to file a claim.
We have received questions from some of our Policyholders and Agencies regarding coverage for
business interruption and other potential losses resulting from the Corona Virus. In order to help
our Agents respond quickly to these questions, we have compiled a quick summary of the virus
exclusions found in each of our policy forms in both Section I and Section II.
The Section I exclusions apply to all coverages (A,B,C,D). We hope this helps you respond to
questions during the ongoing pandemic.

Businessowners Policy: FBU 04 01 09 12
The businessowners policy contains clear language that specifically excludes coverage for any firstparty loss due to any virus, which includes the Corona virus. If a Policyholder has a first party loss
including a loss of business income, they should be referred to page 11 of the policy where the
following exclusion appears:
12. WEAR, TEAR AND OTHER SPECIFIED CAUSES OF LOSS EXCLUSIONS
C. Contamination by any virus or other pathological agent that causes disease or illness in humans,
animals, birds, or other creatures, or the costs associated with enforcement of any governmental
directive, law or ordinance which requires you or any others to clean up, contain, detoxify, monitor,
neutralize, remove, test for, or in any way respond to any virus or other pathological agent.

The policy also includes a clear exclusion against all third-party claims made against the
policyholder including any claims or cleanup orders from government entities. Policyholders
should be referred to page 22 of their policy, where they will find the following exclusion:
14. VIRUS CONTAMINATION EXCLUSION
A. We do not cover bodily injury, property damage, or medical payments resulting from or
caused by the actual, alleged, or threatened exposure to contamination at your premises by
any virus or other pathological agent that causes disease or illness in humans, animals, birds
or other creatures.
B. We do not insure any cost, expense, liability or loss arising out of any of the following:
1. Any demand, directive, order, or request that any insured or others clean up, contain,
detoxify, monitor, neutralize, remove, test for, or treat, or in any way assess the effects
of or respond to any virus or other pathological agents.
2. Any claim or suit by, or on behalf of, any governmental authority for damages or
reimbursement because of cleaning up, containing, detoxifying, monitoring, neutralizing,
removing, testing for, treating, or in any way assessing the effects of or responding to
any virus or other pathological agents.

GENERAL PROPERTY FORM – MCP 010 06 94
The commercial property form includes a mandatory endorsement (MCP 401 08 06) which contains
clear language that specifically excludes coverage for any first-party loss due to any virus, which
includes the Corona virus. If a Policyholder has a first party loss including a loss of business
income, they should be referred to the endorsement where following appears:
The following is added to Paragraph A in the Wear, Tear, And Other Specified Loss/Causes
of Loss Exclusions in Part 1 — LOSSES NOT INSURED:
We do not cover loss resulting from contamination by any virus or other pathological agent
that causes disease or illness in humans, animals, birds or other creatures.
We do not cover the costs associated with enforcement of any governmental directive, law
or ordinance which requires you or any others to cleanup, contain, detoxify, monitor,
neutralize, remove, test for, or in any way respond to any virus or other pathological agents.

GENERAL LIABILITY FORM – MCL 010 10 07
The commercial liability form contains clear language that specifically excludes coverage for any
third-party loss due to any virus, which includes the Corona virus. If a Policyholder has a third
party loss, they should be referred to PART II C • LIABILITY NOT INSURED on page 9 of the form
where the following exclusion appears:
13. VIRUS CONTAMINATION EXCLUSION
A. We do not cover bodily injury, property damage, or medical payments resulting from or
caused by the actual, alleged, or threatened exposure to contamination at your premises by
any virus or other pathological agent that causes disease or illness in humans, animals, birds
or other creatures.
B. We do not insure any cost, expense, liability or loss arising out of any of the following:
1. Any demand, directive, order, or request that any insured or others clean up, contain,
detoxify, monitor, neutralize, remove, test for, or treat, or in any way assess the effects
of or respond to any virus or other pathological agents.
2. Any claim or suit by, or on behalf of, any governmental authority for damages or
reimbursement because of cleaning up, containing, detoxifying, monitoring,
neutralizing, removing, testing for, treating, or in any way assessing the effects of or
responding to any virus or other pathological agents.

Personal Lines – Property Coverage
COMMON PROVISIONS FORM – MPL 01 01 05
Personal lines policies include a mandatory endorsement (MPL 129 07 06), which contains clear
language that specifically excludes coverage for first-party losses due to any virus, which includes
the Corona virus. If a Policyholder has a first party loss including loss of use, they should be
referred to the endorsement where following appears:
The following is added to Exclusion 11. B in Section I D — LOSSES NOT INSURED:
We do not cover loss resulting from contamination by any virus or other pathological agent
that causes disease or illness in humans, animals, birds or other creatures.
We do not cover the costs associated with enforcement of any governmental directive, law
or ordinance which requires you or any others to cleanup, contain, detoxify, monitor,
neutralize, remove, treat for, or in any way respond to any virus or other pathological
agents.

Personal Lines – Liability Coverage
COMMON PROVISIONS FORM – MPL 01 01 05
All personal lines policies contain the MPL 01 common provisions form which does not afford liability
coverage for losses arising out of viruses or other communicable diseases. Policyholders should be
referred to Page 11 where the insuring agreement reads as follows:
1. COVERAGE E • PERSONAL LIABILITY TO OTHERS
We will pay for the benefit of insureds, up to our limits of liability shown in
the Declarations, those sums that insureds become legally obligated to pay
as damages because of bodily injury or property damage that occurs during
the policy term and is caused by an occurrence covered by this policy.
Next, the Policyholder should review the SECTIONS I AND II • GLOSSARY found on page 17, which
provides the following:
Bodily Injury
Means bodily harm, disease, or sickness, and any resulting required care,
death and loss of services. But, this does not include any such that arise out
of the acquisition or transmission of any communicable disease.
Accordingly, liability coverage for claims arising out of the Corona Virus, a communicable disease, do
not trigger coverage under the personal lines form.

We hope you find this information helpful. This is not meant to provide a comprehensive analysis of
the policy and other language may also apply to preclude coverage for losses arising from this virus.
As always, every claim filed will be addressed on its own merits. However, it is clearly not the intent
of the policy to afford coverage for a pandemic, which is an uninsurable risk for obvious reasons.
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Sample Letter
Re:

Insured:
Date of Loss:
Policy #:
Claim #:

9999999
-

Dear Sample,
I have received your claim for loss of business income due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting
governmental order to limit or close your business. I have reviewed your claim alongside your policy as
identified by Policy Number 9999999. While your policy provides you with a broad protection including
coverage for loss of business income under certain circumstances, losses resulting from the virus pandemic are
not covered.
In order to explain in detail why there is no coverage for this loss, I will walk you through the relevant policy
provisions. First, please review PART I A • MAIN PROPERTY COVERAGES of the FBU 04 01 09/12 coverage form,
which contains the following relevant terms:
COVERAGE C • LOSS OF INCOME RESULTING FROM DIRECT COVERED LOSS
This agreement covers your following loss of business income and related expenses, subject to
all applicable provisions here.
A. Coverage
1.

Your following loss of business income (that otherwise would have been earned) and
related incurred expenses are covered during a necessary interruption of business or
untenantability of the premises at the described premises.
a.

The reduction in net profit, plus continuing usual operating expenses (such as
payroll, utilities, rents, and the like) to the extent such are necessary to restore
your business / operations. This includes loss which results from the cancellation
or suspension of any written agreement which was made prior to the loss,
provided that you could demonstrate that you otherwise would have been able to
satisfy and meet all the requirements of the agreement had the direct covered loss
not occurred.

b.

The reduction in rental income from tenant occupancies that you rent to others at
the described premises, plus any continuing charges which are the usual
obligations of tenants (under terms of the lease) that become your obligation
because of the loss.

c.

Reasonable extra expenses in excess of your usual operating expenses to the extent
such are necessary to continue your business / operations.

Coverage is not provided for expenses incurred which need not continue during the
period of interruption or untenantability.
If BU 50 10 is listed in the Declarations, coverage under A.1.a above does not apply.

The following statement is required under the New Jersey Fraud Prevention Act:
“Any person who knowingly files a statement of claim containing any false or misleading information is
subject to civil and criminal penalties.”
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Coverage applies only to loss and expenses that directly result from a direct covered
loss at the described premises which causes the necessary interruption or
untenantability.
Coverage also applies, for up to 14 consecutive days from the date of loss, when
occupancy of the described premises is prohibited by civil authorities because of loss
(as would be covered here) at a local premises not owned or occupied by you.

Here in A.2, the policy is describing the type of loss that would trigger coverage. Specifically, a direct covered
loss is the only type of loss that will trigger coverage. If a direct covered loss occurs at your premises or at a
local premises not owned by you, due to which the authorities prohibit occupancy of your premises, then
coverage can be triggered. Again, note that in all cases, a direct covered loss is required.
Now, please refer to PART I C • LOSSES INSURED, which states, in pertinent part:
GENERAL CAUSE OF LOSS CONDITIONS — COVERAGES A, B, C
The various causes of loss cover fortuitous direct physical loss not otherwise excluded or limited. Loss
— covered loss — means fortuitous direct physical damage to or destruction of covered property by a
covered cause of loss, (including, if covered, the taking of the subject covered property by theft and
damage arising in the course of such theft). Covered cause of loss means a cause of loss contemplated
by the following to the extent that such are applicable to the subject covered property.
Direct physical loss does not include or mean any sort of consequent loss, loss of use, or loss of utility.
But such loss may otherwise be specifically provided for here: for example, see Coverage C or
Supplemental Coverage 5.
5.

COVERED LOSS
A. Coverages A and B • Covered loss as described on Pg. 6.
B. Coverage C • Relevant to the context in which it is used:
•

Direct covered loss means: the fortuitous direct physical loss as described on Pg. 6
which occurs at described premises occupied by you (occupancy is not a condition
for Rental Income loss), which directly results in the subject covered Loss of
Income;

•

Covered loss means: the subject covered Loss of Income which results as a direct
consequence of such described direct covered loss.

In this section, the policy is defining the circumstances that must occur in order for a loss to meet the definition
of a direct covered loss. Specifically, there must be a direct physical loss at your premises, which results in Loss
of Income. Or, there must be a direct physical loss, of the type that would be covered under your policy, at a
neighboring premises, which causes the authorities to prevent you from accessing your premises.
There has been no physical damage of a type that would be covered by your policy to either your premises or
any neighboring premises. Therefore, to the extent that there was no direct covered loss, coverage does not
apply.
Next, please direct your attention to Part I E • Losses Not Insured of the FBU 04 01 09/12 coverage form, which
contains the following terms:

The following statement is required under the New Jersey Fraud Prevention Act:
“Any person who knowingly files a statement of claim containing any false or misleading information is
subject to civil and criminal penalties.”
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We do not insure loss consisting of, or directly or indirectly caused by, one or more of the following,
except to the extent otherwise specifically provided for in this policy. Such loss is not insured whether
or not an otherwise covered cause of loss contributes concurrently or otherwise to the loss.
12. WEAR, TEAR AND OTHER SPECIFIED CAUSES OF LOSS EXCLUSIONS
C.

Contamination by any virus or other pathological agent that causes disease or illness in
humans, animals, birds, or other creatures, or the costs associated with enforcement of any
governmental directive, law or ordinance which requires you or any others to clean up,
contain, detoxify, monitor, neutralize, remove, test for, or in any way respond to any virus
or other pathological agent.

In this section, the policy describes particular types of losses that are specifically excluded from coverage. To
the extent that your loss was the result of contamination by any virus or other pathological agent as described
above or any governmental order or directive relating to a virus, there is no coverage.
Nothing in this letter limits or changes any of the terms and conditions in your policy, your rights, or those of the
Company. Farmers Insurance Company of Flemington specifically reserves any and all rights it may have under
the terms and conditions of the policy as though they were set forth at length herein.
The business income coverage included with your policy is meant to work hand-in-hand with the main property
coverages provided. It is not meant, nor is it priced, to cover every possible reason why a business may need to
close. We understand that this outcome may be disappointing, but we hope we have been able to explain why
the coverage does not apply. I hope you stay well and recover quickly from your loss.
Sincerely,

Patrick Allard, CPCU, ARe
Vice President - Claims
(908) 782-4120 x104 – voice
(908) 782-6899 – fax

pallard@farmersofflemington.com

Certified/RRR:
cc:

regular mail

If you do not agree with our evaluation of your claim, you may have it reviewed by our Internal Appeals Panel. A request for an appeal may be submitted, in writing, to:
Farmers Insurance Company of Flemington, Internal Appeals Panel
23 Royal Road, Suite 100, Flemington, NJ 08822
Fax: 908-782-6899 / ClaimsAppeal@farmersofflemington.com
When preparing your appeal, please explain the basis for your disagreement and reference any supporting documentation that you would like the Panel to consider.
The Panel will notify you of its decision within 15 business days of our receipt of your request.

Important Notice: Should you elect to file an action in court concerning this claim, you must do so within one year of the date of this letter. Please see your
policy for details.
The following statement is required under the New Jersey Fraud Prevention Act:
“Any person who knowingly files a statement of claim containing any false or misleading information is
subject to civil and criminal penalties.”
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March 24, 2020

Sample Letter

Re:

Dear

Insured:
Date of Loss:
Policy #:
Claim #:

9999999

,

I have received your claim for loss of business income due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting
governmental order to limit or close your business. I have reviewed your claim alongside your policy as
identified by Policy Number 9999999. While your policy provides you with a broad protection including
coverage for loss of business income under certain circumstances, losses resulting from the virus pandemic
are not covered.
In order to explain in detail why there is no coverage for this loss, I will walk you through the relevant policy
provisions. First, please review PART I A • MAIN PROPERTY COVERAGES of the MCP 010 06/94 coverage form,
which contains the following relevant terms:
COVERAGE D • LOSS OF USE RESULTING FROM DIRECT COVERED LOSS
This agreement covers your following loss of business income and related expenses, subject
to all applicable provisions here.
A. We cover your loss of Business Income / Extra Expense, as described below, that is the
direct result of a direct covered loss that results in either:
1. The necessary interruption of your described business / operations; or,
2. The described premises being made incapable of being occupied.
We also cover such loss if access to the described premises is prohibited by order of any civil
authority. This order must result from fortuitous direct physical loss to property at a
premises other than the described premises (provided such other premises / property is not
occupied or owned by you) caused by an applicable cause

Here in A.1 and 2, the policy is describing the type of loss that would trigger coverage. Specifically, a direct
covered loss is the only type of loss that will trigger coverage. If a direct covered loss occurs at your
premises or at a local premises not owned by you, due to which the authorities prohibit occupancy of your
premises, then coverage can be triggered. Again, note that in all cases, a direct covered loss is required.
Now, please refer to PART I C • CAUSE OF LOSS OPTIONS, which states, in pertinent part:

The following statement is required under the New Jersey Fraud Prevention Act:
“Any person who knowingly files a statement of claim containing any false or misleading information is
subject to civil and criminal penalties.”
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GENERAL CAUSE OF LOSS CONDITIONS –COVERAGES A, B, C
A. Subject to all applicable provisions here, property covered here is insured for that coverage
option (see descriptions below) which is designated in the Declarations as applicable to the
specific item. Accordingly, the same sort of property — buildings, for example — can be
insured for differing causes of loss based upon the option selected to apply to the specific
item.
B. The various described causes of loss cover fortuitous direct physical loss not otherwise
excluded or limited. Loss — covered loss — means: fortuitous direct physical damage to or
destruction of covered property by a covered cause of loss, and if covered under Cause of
Loss Option 5 the term “damage” includes the taking of the subject covered property by
theft (including damage arising in the course of such theft). Covered cause of loss means a
cause of loss contemplated by the following coverage options to the extent that such are
described as applicable to the subject covered property. Direct physical loss does not
include or mean any sort of consequent loss, loss of use, or loss of utility. But such loss may
otherwise be specifically provided for here: for example, see Coverage D or Supplemental
Coverage 5.
COVERED LOSS
A. Coverages A, B, C • Covered loss is described in Condition B (Pg. 9).
B. Coverage D • Relevant to the context in which it is used:


Direct covered loss means: fortuitous direct physical loss as described in Condition B
(Pg. 9) which occurs at described premises occupied by you (occupancy is not a
condition for Rental Income loss), which directly results in the subject covered
Business Income Loss / Extra Expense.



Covered loss means: the subject covered Business Income loss / Extra Expense which
results as a direct consequence of such described direct covered loss.

In this section, the policy is defining the circumstances that must occur in order for a loss to meet the
definition of a direct covered loss. Specifically, there must be a direct physical loss at your premises, which
results in Loss of Income. Or, there must be a direct physical loss, of the type that would be covered under
your policy, at a neighboring premises, which causes the authorities to prevent you from accessing your
premises.
There has been no physical damage of a type that would be covered by your policy to either your premises
or any neighboring premises. Therefore, to the extent that there was no direct covered loss, coverage
does not apply.

The following statement is required under the New Jersey Fraud Prevention Act:
“Any person who knowingly files a statement of claim containing any false or misleading information is
subject to civil and criminal penalties.”
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Next, please direct your attention to Part I F • Losses Not Insured of the MCP010 06/94 coverage form
along with the MCP 401 08/06 VIRUS CONTAMINATION EXCLUSION - PART 1, which together contain the
following terms:
PART I F  LOSSES NOT INSURED
We do not provide insurance under Part I for any sort of loss directly or indirectly, wholly or
partially, aggravated by, consisting of, or resulting from the following – even if loss otherwise
covered contributes to such concurrently or in any sequence.
11. WEAR, TEAR, AND OTHER SPECIFIED LOSS / CAUSE OF LOSS EXCLUSIONS
A. Wear and tear • birds, domestic animals, insects, rodents, or vermin • contamination
or pollution including, but not limited to: (1) the discharge, dispersal, emission, escape,
migration, release, or seepage of pollutants; (2) the costs associated with enforcement
of any governmental directive, law or ordinance which requires you or any others to
cleanup, contain, detoxify, monitor, neutralize, remove, test for, or in any way respond
to pollutants or asbestos or assess the effects of pollutants or asbestos: but see
Supplemental Coverage 13 for certain coverage • corrosion • decay or deterioration •
deficiency, error, or omission in design, materials, plans, or workmanship • disease •
dry or wet rot • fungus • inherent vice (a customary characteristic of the property) •
latent defect (an original condition or fault leading to loss) • mechanical breakdown •
mold • rust.

VIRUS CONTAMINATION EXCLUSION • PART I
This endorsement establishes an exclusion of loss caused by viruses and other pathological agents.
The provisions of this endorsement apply only when the endorsement number is listed in the
Declarations. Except as provided below, all other provisions in this policy are unchanged.
COVERAGE MODIFICATION
The following is added to Paragraph A in the Wear, Tear, And Other Specified
Loss/Causes of Loss Exclusions in Part 1 — LOSSES NOT INSURED:
We do not cover loss resulting from contamination by any virus or other pathological
agent that causes disease or illness in humans, animals, birds or other creatures.
We do not cover the costs associated with enforcement of any governmental directive,
law or ordinance which requires you or any others to cleanup, contain, detoxify,
monitor, neutralize, remove, test for, or in any way respond to any virus or other
pathological agents.

In this section, the policy describes particular types of losses that are specifically excluded from coverage.
To the extent that your loss was the result of contamination by any virus or other pathological agent as
described above or any governmental order or directive relating to a virus, there is no coverage.

The following statement is required under the New Jersey Fraud Prevention Act:
“Any person who knowingly files a statement of claim containing any false or misleading information is
subject to civil and criminal penalties.”
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Nothing in this letter limits or changes any of the terms and conditions in your policy, your rights, or those
of the Company. Farmers Insurance Company of Flemington specifically reserves any and all rights it may
have under the terms and conditions of the policy as though they were set forth at length herein.
The business income coverage included with your policy is meant to work hand-in-hand with the main
property coverages provided. It is not meant, nor is it priced, to cover every possible reason why a business
may need to close. We understand that this outcome may be disappointing, but we hope we have been
able to explain why the coverage does not apply. I hope you stay well and recover quickly from your loss.
Sincerely,

Patrick Allard, CPCU, ARe
Vice President - Claims
(908) 782-4120 x104 – voice
(908) 782-6899 – fax

pallard@farmersofflemington.com

Certified/RRR:
cc:

regular mail

If you do not agree with our evaluation of your claim, you may have it reviewed by our Internal Appeals Panel. A request for an appeal may be submitted, in writing, to:
Farmers Insurance Company of Flemington, Internal Appeals Panel
23 Royal Road, Suite 100, Flemington, NJ 08822
Fax: 908-782-6899 / ClaimsAppeal@farmersofflemington.com
When preparing your appeal, please explain the basis for your disagreement and reference any supporting documentation that you would like the Panel to consider.
The Panel will notify you of its decision within 15 business days of our receipt of your request.

Important Notice: Should you elect to file an action in court concerning this claim, you must do so within one year of the date of this letter. Please see your
policy for details.
The following statement is required under the New Jersey Fraud Prevention Act:
“Any person who knowingly files a statement of claim containing any false or misleading information is
subject to civil and criminal penalties.”

